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Preface to the Special Issue of the Journal of
Geodetic Science on Regional and Global
Geoid-based Vertical Datums

The idea of a Special Issue on current research on vertical datums
was initially suggested by the co-investigators of the ESA-funded
project STSE – GOCE+: Height System Unification with
GOCE. Although the participating researchers had been previ-
ously presenting their work at various international conferences,
it was only when they held one of their progress report meetings
in Banff, Canada, that they had the opportunity to all attend and
present at the same conference. This conference was the 2012 An-
nualMeeting of CanadianGeophysical Union (CGU),where Session
G1: Regional and global geoid-based vertical datums was
organized and convened byDan Roman of the USNational Geode-
tic Survey, Michael Sideris of the University of Calgary, and Marc
Veronneau of the Geodetic Survey Division of Natural Resources
Canada. The Journal of Geodetic Science kindly agreed to devote
one of its issues to the subject of SessionG1 and, therefore, the ses-
sion presenters were invited to submit their papers for peer review
andpublication in this Special Issue. In addition, several colleagues
working on vertical datums in general, including temporal effects,
were also invited to contribute to the Special Issue.

                                                     Some of the participants of the CGU 2012, Session G1.

All submissions were peer-reviewed by two experts in the sub-
ject. Guest editor Prof. Michael G. Sideris handled the reviewing
process, with valuable help from Prof. Georgia Fotopoulos and
Dr. Mehdi Eshagh. What you have in front of you are the twelve
contributions accepted for publication. They cover a wide set of
datum-related issues, from the theoretical de nition and uni ca-
tion of vertical datums by the geodetic boundary value problem
approach and oceanographic information, to the practical realiza-
tion and testing in various parts of the world (Europe, North and
South America, Atlantic Ocean, Australia). The work presented in
this Special Issue is also a contribution to GGOS’s Theme 1: Global
Unified Height System.
I would like to thank all contributors, as well as the Editor-in-
Chief, Prof. Lars E. Sjöberg, and the Managing Editor Dr. Mehdi
Eshagh for their hospitality, help and support. Without their
excellent collaboration and prompt responses, it would not have
been possible to publish this Special Issue in such a timelymanner.

Prof. Michael G. Sideris Calgary, January 28, 2013
Guest Editor


